
AI-assisted food tracking 
to revolutionize nutritional 
research

www.aifornutrition.org



The Problem 

The world’s healthcare systems are being overwhelmed with 
non-communicable diseases strongly associated with 
unhealthy diets. 

What constitutes unhealthy diets is a non-trivial question. 
First, much of the previous work on nutritional epidemiology 
is currently being questioned on methodological grounds1. 
Second, there is increasing evidence for high interpersonal 
variability, leading to the concept of personalized nutrition2.

1 Ioannidis, J. P. (2018). The challenge of reforming nutritional epidemiologic research. Jama, 320(10), 969-970. 
2 Ordovas, J. M., Ferguson, L. R., Tai, E. S., & Mathers, J. C. (2018). Personalised nutrition and health. bmj, 361, bmj-k2173.
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Food & You 

Food & You is a citizen science project on personalized 
nutrition to study individual blood sugar responses. The 
project is coordinated entirely digitally through a web 
platform and the smartphone app MyFoodRepo. 

www.foodandyou.ch 

http://www.foodandyou.ch




+ +

First “digital” personalized health cohort in CH to assess 
effect of microbiome on individual glucose response.
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FoodRepo 

The Open Food Repo is an independent and community-
driven open database for barcoded food products.  

www.foodrepo.org

http://www.foodrepo.org
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MyFoodRepo 

MyFoodRepo is a smartphone app that tracks food 
consumption. The app uses artificial intelligence to analyze 
the photos of meals as well as barcode information from the 
Open Food Repo database. 



MyFoodRepo 

The MyFoodRepo platform helps individuals track their food 
consumption with a mobile app (“take a picture, done”).

The platform is used 
today by clinical 
cohorts in Switzerland, 
and thus by patients 
on a daily basis.
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Food Recognition Benchmark 

Goal: to use the open, annotated food data to crowdsource 
AI development. 

https://www.aicrowd.com/challenges/food-recognition-
challenge
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aicrowd.com
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Up Next: Going International 

With the support of a group of foundations, we plan to 
establish MyFoodRepo as an open, transparent standard for 
food tracking.  

www.aifornutrition.org

http://www.aifornutrition.org

